DS
Last Name
First Name
College
Position
Final Grade
Samuel Jr
Asante
FSU
CB
7.91
Height 5’10
Weight 183
40 speed 4.45
Test Score
ATHLETIC ABILITY
SECTION GRADE:
8.7
Q.A.B
8.0
Extremely athletic and show great quickness, agility and balance. breaks on the ball and just has great
Quick Feet
9.0
awareness on what angles to take and when. Very coordinated and built to handle different types of
C.O.D.
8.5
Receiver albeit big or small.
Flexibility
9.0
Coordination
9.0
COMPETITIVENESS
SECTION GRADE:
7.5
Toughness
7.0
Shows good toughness for his size and willing tackler. His ability to stay with quick fast WRs earned
Clutch Play
7.0
him a starting position quickly. Many times teams avoided his side of the field and he shows great
Production
8.0
consistency in cover. Leads by example in being tough and making plays.
Consistency
8.0
Team Player
7.0
Pride / Quit
8.0
MENTAL ALERTNESS
SECTION GRADE:
8.33
Learn / Retain
8.0
Quickness and reaction time is up there for anyone. Has a noise for the ball and makes things happen.
Inst/Reaction
8.0
His coverage skills are tight showing he is not just athletic but shows great anticipation and
Concentration
9.0
understanding of routes and WR tendencies.
STRENGTH / EXPLOSION
SECTION GRADE:c 7.12
Body Type
6.0
Small frame but big heart. Will need to get stronger for bigger and better competition. Has been pretty
durable in college and shows great explosion into tackles and towards the ball. Passionate player who
Durability
8.0
wants to get better and uses his physical and mental ability to the max.
Explosion
8.0
Play Strength
6.5

GDE
CATEGORY
6.5 READ & REACT
6.5 M / M COVERAGE
7.0
7.5

ZONE COVERAGE
BREAK AND CLOSE

7.0

HIPS / TURN ABIL.

6.0

TACKLING

6.0

HITTING ABILITY

7.0

HANDS- INT.

5.8

HANDS FGT-BLK

6.0

DEEP SPEED

--

RETURN ABILITY

reacts COMMENTS DESCRIPTION
Reacts quickly on or off the ball.
plays physical and covers well in
man.
Very aggressive and instinctive.
Great blend of physical and mental
abilities to allow him to excel in this
area.
Extremely quick and flexible to open
up and break on balls.
Aggressive. Explodes through ball
carriers and normally in good
position.
Plays more physical than his size
shows. Normally in the right place.
Good hands around the LOS but not
many INTs in college. Not a ball
hawk but with his height should be
more active in 50/50 balls if he can
get in the right position. Should have
more INT’s in his career.
Uses hands well in cover but needs
to get off blocks faster in run plays..
Shows good recover speed and
tracks the ball well.
n/a

GAMES VIEWED
COMBINE NOTES
Virginia
225 REPS
Clemson
VERTICAL JUMP
GA Tech
BROAD JUMP
20 SHUTTLE
60 SHUTTLE
DNP
3 CONE

CRITICAL FACTORS
ATHLETIC ABILITY 7.0
TACKLING
6.5
PLAY SPEED
7.5

COVERAGE 7.0
COMPETES 7.0
INSTINCTS 7.0

5.0

ERRORS

Needs to mostly work on shedding
blocks in the run game.
STRONG POINTS
Great athlete will show strong anticipation and film study of his
opponents. Makes up for his size with aggression and being in the
right position. Always around the ball and seems to be comfortable in
the hip pocket of a WR or playing off. Determined to be great and
willing to do what it takes to be the best.

cOCWEAKNESSES
A bit handsy in coverage which could lead to penalties on the net
level. Slight in frame and will need to get stronger for the next
level. Will be challenged by bigger, physical WRs

SUMgrGreat MARY
Great in coverage, man or zone. Very physical and plays bigger than his size. Shows good speed,quickness and anticipation. Was
frequently avoided in college by QB’s and made them pay when they didn’t. Quick feet and turning hips… Shadows WR’s in man
coverage in and out of most routes. Very instinctive to go with his Athleticism. Uses his hands fairly well but needs to be careful to avoid
pass interference calls on the next level. Will be targeted because of his height but will not back down and hold his own. Most will want
to put him in as a slot corner but he’s worth the look on the outside at some point in my opinion.

